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Dear Cross Country
I finally

v-f

heard from the SCVAL concerning

the League meet.

As you know, the DAL meet is November 5, 1987 at Crystal Springs
with the SCVAL.
The following will be the schedule for that date.
11-5-87 Crystal
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2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
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4:00

Springs

DAL Fls
(limited to 10 runners)
SCVAL Fls
DAL Boys Varsity (limited to 7 runners)
SCVAL Boys Varsity
DAL Girls Varsity (unlimited runners)
SCVAL Girls Varsity
DAL Open and SCVAL JV will be run together.
SCVAL Girls JV

*

* each league will score just their league's runners.
At 2:00 there will be a coaches meeting to determine if conditions
are such that the Boys Varsity runs first, followed by the
Girls Varsity, followed by the Fls and Open last.
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Homestead,
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12, 1987, at Crystal

Springs

This is the correct time despite what the CCS bulletin says. I know
because Hal Daner & I were given the unfortunate task of running
this big meet.
Satu~day

If it rains and we can not run, the rain day is

November

be a college

14, 1987, at the same time~ because

meet there

there will

in the morning.

We discussed the sub-section and section meets. I have included the
information that I received from the CCS office. If you do not
understand it, don't worry because it is confusing. After Hal & I
find out from the CCS office just what schools qualify for each
divisions, we intend to send information to each league concerning
the sub-section meet. No one will know until one or two days before
the meet into which heat your school will fall.

